Clothing & accessories (K-1)
Word-family map

fold
- folds
- folded
- folding

blindfold
- blindfolded
- blindfolding

folder

unfold
- unfolded
- unfolding
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Clothing & accessories (K-1)
Multiple-meaning-word map

Is my blue dress ready for me to wear? said Frances. (A baby sister for Frances)

to have clothing, decorations, or useful things on the body (v)

First, the dogs learn how to wear harnesses, which are the dogs' uniforms. They help the dogs to pull people who are blind gently in the right direction. (Guide dog school)

for things to get older, smaller, or more used up (v), or for people or animals to get tired (v)

"These crayons are school property, so do not break them, peel off the paper, or wear down the points."
(The art lesson)

Rivers wear down the rock and soil they run across. Over many years, rivers can wear away very large rocks and even mountains. (What's stronger?)

Pierson goes to dance every day after school. Often, he stays until 8 p.m. or later. By the time he gets home, he is often so worn out that it is easy for him to fall asleep. (Dancing & ADHD)
Clothing & accessories (K-1)
Multiple-meaning-word map

The Lakota became very good at hunting buffalo. They used **bows** and arrows to hunt the buffalo.
*(The first Americans)*

Debbie Allen bobbed her head up and down so hard her hair **bow** fell out.
*(The April Fool's mystery)*

**bow**

a weapon used to shoot arrows (n)

The hunters named her Atalanta, and when she grew older, they made her a **bow** and arrows, and taught her how to shoot...
*(The story of Atalanta)*

All the men put on black **bow** ties...
Twenty-seven men clip on ties that are already made into **bows**.
*(The Philharmonic gets dressed)*
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